507 a mythical, impossibly unified audience that responds to the play in exactly the manner he requires. For Cobb, spectators of The Winter's Tale perceive and care deeply about its clash of genres and come to understand that they control the outcome. The play repeatedly plunges them into uncertainty: is Hermione innocent? Should they accept the shift to Bohemia? Can they override qualms about the contrivance of the statue scene? The audience must constantly render judgments and make decisions that either hasten or retard the course of romance, ultimately deciding whether to embrace transformation or not.
yet Cobb never makes clear why any audience should actively worry about genre, and the uncertainties he describes, like the audience he imagines, are an enabling fiction. When performed, the play, unless radically reconfigured, gives spectators scant cause to doubt Hermione' s innocence or to resist festive release. Its climax may or may not prove emotionally stirring, but surely not because of a conscious choice the spectator makes (to feel or not to feel?) in the moment of its unfolding.
By implication, Cobb envisions an audience similar to the one Brecht labored to create, one both emotionally engaged and critically detached. Brecht, however, theorized and employed specific tactics to achieve this end, understanding that an audience does not normally watch itself watching, and that the excitations of spectatorship are typically as evanescent as the theatrical event itself. Because Cobb does not spell out the specific spectator-performer transactions that would create the extraordinary effects he imagines, his claim for the redemptive power of romance ultimately registers simply as a passionately held conviction.
In sum, both Raphael Lyne' s Shakespeare's Late Plays and Christopher J. Cobb' s Staging of Romance in Late Shakespeare are valuable, if uneven, works. Shakespeare's Late Plays offers an elegant formalist overview of the romances, but Lyne' s elliptical style may limit the book' s accessibility to the nonspecialists for whom it is intended. The Staging of Romance will reward all readers interested in the relation of Shakespeare' s late plays to earlier romance and will appeal particularly to those who welcome affirmations of the theater' s affective power. Those seeking insights into how the plays work in performance, however, will find themselves less edified. 
Reviewed by F. Elizabeth Hart
In keeping with his earlier study, The Acoustic World of Early Modern England (1999), Bruce R. Smith contemplates the perceptual feast that was the English Renaissance in this latest work, offering an archaeology of the relations between percept and concept for Londoners, as well as a richly calibrated meditation on how such relations manifested in an array of cultural expressions. This book takes as its starting point the human mind' s basic perceptions of color-not just 508 the "green" of its title but the entire spectrum of cross-culturally experienced color between the dark and light of black and white-and develops this basic experience into a general metaphor for epistemology, a schema for understanding how the early moderns knew their world, how they represented their knowledge deploying the materials available to them, and how they tried to reconcile their various ways of knowing to one another and even to themselves. Green occupies a special place (both on the color scheme and in Smith' s analysis) because it was and is significant to the mind' s evolution, because it lies between the perceptual and conceptual extremes of black and white, and because it lends itself so generously to synesthesia, becoming aligned cross-modally, through the mind' s rampant powers of associativeness, with emotive cognition-passion.
Smith calls his method "historical phenomenology" (8) and situates it within a variety of contemporary approaches to culture studies, including early modern materialist history, ecocriticism, cognitive-inflected "ambience" studies (6), and theater and performance histories. He revisits the early modern discourses of embodiment to offer a fresh look at the terms within which early moderns accepted and rejected the binary pitting of passion against reason. The book' s argument relies heavily on Smith' s schema of a continuum or "spectrum" of experience, based literally and figuratively on the color spectrum, that combines passion and reason in varying degrees, positioning a select group of Renaissance authors, artists, and philosophers along this continuum. According to this schema, Hobbes' s political theory sits nearest the rationalist extreme, while the "'green Thought'" (11) of Marvell-and before him Shakespeare and Donne-dips closer to the "scandal" of emotion and desire. Historical phenomenology, Smith writes, "recognizes the embodiedness of historical subjects and attends to the materiality of the evidence they have left behind at the same time that it acknowledges the embodiedness of the investigator in the face of that evidence. . . . It recognizes the ambient quality of knowing-in-place-in-time. In that respect [it] can claim affinities with 'green' criticism in more familiar, more explicit forms" (8).
The book is difficult to summarize because its style is highly impressionistic, at least at first glance (more on this below). Smith has constructed this study after the model (one of several, actually) of the public display gallery, in which objects such as tapestries, carpets, furniture pieces, and bed curtains coexist in a semiotic sea alongside poems, plays, and philosophical treatises. Here, greenness swims between phenomenon and conceptualization-between concrete percept and metaphorical abstraction-achieving an effect not unlike what we might feel today, gliding for the first time through the overwhelming sensorium of London' s victoria and Albert Museum. (Indeed, Smith himself promotes this analogy, using gorgeous color plates to tour us through gallery-type spaces still extant from Shakespeare' s England, as well as artistic representations, such as the "gallerie" of Paulina at the end of The Winter's Tale.) He begins this ambitious foray into "ambient poetics" (8) with a review of Foucault' s seventeenth-century epistemological "crisis" (as evident in La Chambre, Descartes, and Hobbes) as it now appears against the modern backdrop of twentieth-century epistemology (Nietzsche, Wittgenstein, Derrida, and kuhn), contextualizing both epistemologies within the competing classical paradigms of Plato and Aristotle. A subsequent chapter on "green stuff" surveys the ubiquity of the color green in paintings, heraldic blazons, and other estate decorations; in garden landscaping and natural treatises; in the teeming forests and lush fields surrounding London; in the "Green Man," green lion, and other figures of English folk culture; and in the dyeing of precious fabrics, both in actual practice and in representations (such as the portrait-like face of Twelfth Night' s Olivia, whose rose-hued complexion, she insists, is "'in grain'" [59] , that is, color-fast and ironically not as hard to achieve and fix as were the pigments of green). Accumulating in its effects, the book delves in the chapter "Between Black and White" into a revision of early modern embodiment epistemology, offering a "spectrum" of positions inhabited by various seventeenth-century artists and thinkers directly analogous to the color spectrum so familiar to optical scientists, visual artists, and elementary-school children whose desk drawers are well cluttered with brilliantly nuanced boxes of Crayolas. Somewhat obscurely, Smith categorizes a dozen or so Renaissance artists and philosophers along a range starting with "black" (darkness, corresponding roughly with rationalism) and ending with "white" (light, corresponding roughly with passion) but lavishing careful attention to the shades in between (gray, blue, green, violet, red, and yellow) and the roughly corresponding commitments of different thinkers to combinations of passion-inflected rationalism with rationalist-inflected "passionalism" (to coin my own term here). To offer just a few examples, Smith diagnoses Margaret Cavendish as "black," Anne Conway as "gray," Robert Boyle as "blue," Edward Herbert as "green," Edward Reynolds and Henry More as "violet," Thomas Browne as "red," Ralph Cudworth as "yellow," and Phillip Stubbes as "white" (or as Smith describes him, "one of . . . the most intemperate" [123] of seventeenth-century thinkers). Literary figures tend to cluster in the midrange, with Shakespeare, Donne, and Marvell sharing "green" (with Edward Herbert and Montaigne), while Sidney leans toward "blue," Spenser "violet," and Jonson "red." (Oddly, Milton is missing from this roundup and is only briefly considered in Smith' s study as a whole.) The method is not fully transparent, or at least it was not to me; however, Smith' s general point here is an important one: in thinking about Renaissance thinkers, we need to grasp the shadings between the binaries that constitute light against dark, positive against negative, and white against black. We must attend, as Smith argues, to the felt experience of embodiment as many of his subjects did and to express that experience using instruments that measure gradient differences rather than essences. That human minds are less capable of imagining this measure than our bodies are at perceiving it is also one of Smith' s (and the seventeenth century' s) urgent themes.
Chapters on "Green Spectacles" and "Listening for Green" consider the senses of vision and hearing respectively, aligning sound synesthetically with the seeing of color and returning to the copiously crammed gallery of "green stuff" now treated as viscerally connected phenomena: Ovidian-inspired tapestries, book engravings, embroidered cushions, Bible illuminations, Hilliardian miniatures, Robin Hood ballads, courtiers' clothing, long-hall mirrors, closet wall paintings, psalm settings, hymnals, maps, staged verse, and more. "To green" has become a verb meaning to press a sight or a sound toward the body' s refusal to differentiate between the percept that gives rise to concept and then the concept that highlights the joy of perception (37, 173) . At the same time, however, the book' s final chapter, "The Curtain between the Theatre and the Globe" stresses the usefulness to Shakespeare' s theater company, marooned for a time between 1597 and 1599 at an alien venue while they awaited the completion of their new Bankside theater, of a class of object abundantly available in the commercial district where it now found itself: the decorative curtain. Far more prevalent on the London stage than our barebones-stage models of Shakespeare' s theater have led us to believe, curtains appear with relative frequency in the texts and in extant drawings of the stage; in the ten plays that the Chamberlain' s Men performed at the Curtain Theatre, curtains serve multiple (material, narrative, and epistemological) functions. To point to just a few of Smith' s examples, they create the unified illusion of separate but symmetrically arranged buildings in The Comedy of Errors; they separate the "dead" Juliet from the playful Nurse who has come to rouse her for her wedding day; they provide Falstaff' s hiding and slumbering space in 1 Henry IV; and perhaps most famously, they constitute the arras that conceals Polonius, dooming Hamlet to the one truly rash act that decides his fate. This last chapter can stand alone in Smith' s study, and may be enjoyed as such, but if one has followed Smith' s entire argument to this point, here the fullness and complexity of his insights are superbly realized.
In many ways, this book enacts the very phenomena it describes, something Smith himself seems quite conscious of and often exploits with wit. It is a fascinating and lyrical experiment at integrating somatic and conceptual experience, for us today as for the early moderns whose own multifaceted efforts at such integration it strives to document. The result is remarkably copious although not always coherent, even after the re-reading that it implicitly invites (and that this reader highly recommends). Smith embeds organizing strategies within organizing strategies and seems at pains, at times, to explain his vision of what it means to perform an historical phenomenology. But despite, and probably owing to, this ingenious labor, The Key of Green constitutes a brilliantly syncretic assertion, amply addressing the benefit to early modern studies of disciplinarily adventurous etiologies for the vast complexities that materialist historicism has so richly revealed. 
